Traveling waves and worms in ac-driven electroconvection under external multiplicative noise.
In the presence of external multiplicative noise, ac-driven electroconvection (EC) in a nematic liquid crystal is investigated. Noise-induced traveling waves (TWs) including localized ones (worms) are found with a typical, stationary wave. Three kinds of TWs are classified by their dynamic features (e.g., noise-intensity-dependent Hopf frequency and space-time map). Moreover, ac frequency-dependent threshold voltages of EC are examined in high noise intensities causing abnormal charge redistribution of the EC cell, and the roles of ac and noise fields with respect to TWs are elucidated in successive pattern evolutions. The mechanism of TWs is discussed in terms of a locally perturbed dynamic conductivity due to the noise field additionally applied to the EC; such a conductivity can be related to a weak-electrolyte model for a Hopf bifurcation to a TW.